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Artists of the Month:

Congratulations

Raychelle Calderon!

Seen here with her

three paintings.

Congratulations Claire De

Guzman!

Track and Field Meet

Over the past month the STA track and field team has been competing in a

number of

events, and our

athletes have

been proving

their skill and

talent. After a

long hiatus the

Track and Field

team has

returned

stronger than ever. In the team's first track meet of the season, the GBSSA

qualifier forty-five athletes from all grades competed, with more than ninety

percent qualifying for the next level! Including all ten relay teams, as well as Jane

Omiwe and Joshua Nwanko who both managed to qualify

for four events each. At GB’s ten athletes were able to

qualify for OFSAA Regionals. Including Reehanat Oyewole who broke a school

record in high jump, and Joshua Nwanko who was the champion in the 100 metre

hurdles. At OFSAA Regionals the athletes once again showed their skill with some

excellent results. Many athletes beat their personal bests and gave it their all.

Garrett Howes stepped in as a substitute runner for the Junior Boys Relay, and

sprinted to an impressive finish. Jane Omiwe and Joshua Nwanko were both able

to beat their personal bests in long jump, despite their injuries. Raymond Izevbigie

and Josuha Nwanko will both be competing in OFSAA in early June. Competing in

shot put and hurdles respectively.  We wish them luck at OFSAA!

Hospitality Student of the Month

Congratulations Padraic Picco! - Grade 12

Hospitality

Ping Pong Bounces Back

A new past-time is beginning to grab the attention of those who have time to

spare during their day-to-day schedule at STA. However, this isn’t an activity that

most people would expect. What’s the

activity? Ping Pong. What started as a

small pastime for grade 12s on spare, has

turned into a very high-stakes competition

that encourages students all around the

school to break into the ping pong spirit.

Although most students that end up with

a paddle in their hand can show that they

have the basic ping pong skills and

knowledge, Arthur K. (12) has shown all of

those who look upon him that he is the

best of the best when it comes to playing

the game. Arthur has proved himself so good, that he was able to best our

previous ping pong champion, Mr. Douris. For anyone who thinks they have what

it takes to beat Arthur in a match, there is a good chance they can find him playing

ping pong near the front doors of the school. But beware, playing Arthur is not for

the faint of heart, his signature stomp on his serve and the unpredictable curves

and slices he puts on the ball when he returns can make anyone shiver in their

boots and surrender their paddle to any other competitors that think they have

what it takes.

‘Unstoppable Tracy’ Lifts STA Spirit

This Month STA students had a real treat. On

Thursday May 5th motivational speaker

Unstoppable Tracy came and talked to the students

of STA, her presentation was interesting and highly

motivational. The way she interacts with the

students is captivating and the anecdotes she told

about her childhood and how she got to where she

is today is not only encouraging and inspiring but

also very emotional. After the presentation you

could feel the gym buzzing as everyone was truly

moved by Tracy and everything she has overcome.

Thank you Tracy for coming to STA and inspiring the students of STA whether it be

she inspired us to change the world or try our best in the last few weeks of school.

“She was inspirational, funny and flirtatious towards Mr.Gomes, which I thought

was very funny” Elisabeth J. (Grade 11)

Multilingual Hail Mary

To celebrate the month of Mary students who spoke another language were

invited to say the Hail Mary in that language. The prayer was recited in Ukrainian,

Arabic, and more, and was accompanied by facts about the language's country of

origin. It was a fantastic opportunity to learn a little bit about a foreign language.

May Poem
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there is something new,

in this

because what left

was not what returned

we have not become sullen

with monotony yet

we are still reverent

of this change

we still have room,

still have moments,

for bloom—

Trinity Casaubon (Grade 10)

Alibis - The Aftermath

The performance by the grade 12 drama students was a huge success, with all four

of the performances gathering massive crowds, completely filling the cafeteria

seats for each of the

performances.

Throughout the week

of May 23 to 27, the

students performed 4

times in front of

numerous crowds. On

Wednesday the 25, the

class did their first

show as a buyout

during the third period

and part of the fourth. Later that night, they invited the parents to view the

performance, which was another massive success. The next day, the students

performed again during period 4 for a second buyout. The next day to cap off the

performances, the students performed in front of grade 6-8 students from F.X. In

the end, the six weeks of preparation for the performances paid off. Anthony G.

(12), who played Titus Arlington Texas stated: “The performances were a huge

success! I’m so thankful towards everyone that came out to watch us perform. I'm

also so thankful for my fellow actors and actresses who helped make this whole

thing possible” when asked about the performances. Congratulations performers!

Science Student of the Month

Emily Le - Grade 11 Chemistry

“A student in my SCH3U course who always gives

110% to her studies in Chemistry.  She is a

conscientious and diligent student who makes every

effort to develop a solid understanding of curriculum

and asks thought provoking questions to extend her

understanding” - Ms. Novogradecz

Prom - Lighting up the Night

This was the first time that STA was able to host a prom in two years and it was a

HUGE success! Our graduating class arrived at the Club at Bondhead at 5 and

spent the next half an hour in

the courtyard outside the

clubhouse enjoying each other's

company and complementing

each other on their dapper

dresses and suits. After getting

settled in at their tables, Mr.

Eagen came forward and started

off the night by breaking it down

on the dance floor, captivating

the graduates and leaving the teachers speechless. After Mr. Eagen’s breathtaking

performance, the graduates served a three-course meal including a salad, chicken

and cooked potatoes and ended with a dessert platter. On the side, students could

order free carbonated peach and berry drinks. After filling themselves up with

desserts and drinks, the graduates moved onto the dance floor, where they

danced the night away. When asked about prom and its success, Alessia di Palma

(12), a member of the prom committee stated: “I think that

everyone enjoyed it and had a great time. I heard no

complaints throughout the entire night. Next year’s prom committee will have to

step up if they want to come close to having their prom be as great as ours”. The

grade 12’s would also like to thank everyone who made prom possible, from the

Bondhead employees, to the DJ and would also like to apologise to the teachers

for forcing them to listen to the worst music known to mankind for a consecutive 5

hours.

Volleyball - Student vs Teacher Battle Continues

The student versus teacher volleyball game was a

great way to spend an afternoon at STA, The gym was

buzzing as students and teachers watched the game

in anticipation! The students won both sets but the

game was very close the whole way through.

Here, Sidney Stuart slams a serve at the staff!

Third Floor Mural Brings Colour and Creativity

The grade 12

leadership class is

making STA more

colourful by painting a

brand new mural at

the top of the

third-floor steps. The

project was originally

thought of by grade 12

students Raychelle C.

and Alessia P. For

those that end up

walking by the mural in the future, remember that each drawing on the mural has

a special meaning. The tree in the middle, represents strength and growth, not

just of our school, but all the students who hope to grow as they venture through

their four years of high school. The rainbow that swirls around the tree represents

inclusivity and diversity as well as the embracing of love and friendship, things that

our school has strived on for years. To wrap everything up and make the mural

complete, small symbols were added to represent the many different subjects that

students are able to study on the third floor. Altogether, the mural represents

everything STA is and strives to be: one big community, that shares in its success

and victories; all together as one. On the subject of the mural, Raychelle said: “I

want students to feel proud to be part of a school that embraces positivism and

works every day to become more diverse and inclusive. School can feel like a

gloomy place for many, and I wanted to change that. We need positive change,

and we can always start little by little”. Positivity never takes a day off! Fantastic

job Raychelle, Alessia and any other leadership students that helped along the

way!

Important Dates:

Pride Month

June 7: Mat Making Day

June 10: Alumni Game

June 19: Father’s Day

June 22: Athletic Banquet

June 28: Graduation Night
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“Without hustle, your talent will only get you so far” - Gary V.
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